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STHS pre-procedure Covid-19 testing policy

• Quarantine rules for Covid-19 exposure:
o D/C quarantine at 7 days of if no symptoms and negative PCR or antigen test
o D/C quarantine at 10 days if no symptoms and no test is done
o Continue to monitor for any symptoms for 14 days from exposure

• Cleared for procedure rules and positive Covid-19:
o Hospitalized Covid-19 patients wait 20 days from signs/symptoms
o Non-hospitalized for Covid-19 wait 10 days from signs/symptoms
o Asymptomatic positive patients wait 10 days from test day





Herd Immunity: the unknown immunity

• Do you develop immunity after infection?
• How long does immunity last?
• What is the percentage of infection in the population to 

achieve herd immunity?
• Does the virus mutate to negate herd immunity? 



• MMWR/Nov 27,2020/69(47);1762-1766



Herd Immunity: what we know from 1918

• 1918 influenza pandemic: herd immunity took years
• Herd immunity curbs pandemics but does not eradicate them
• 2 years after the start of 1918 pandemic:

o 500 million infections
o 50 million deaths

• H1N1 still persists, not eradicated



Herd Immunity: unlikely path

• Covid-19 spread estimated Ro is 2-3.2
• 50-70% of population would need to be immune
• 60%=198 million immune for herd immunity to occur
• For natural herd immunity to occur (Swedish model) 

assume a 0.5% fatality rate=1 million deaths.
• Only 10% of U.S. population has been infected



Prevention of viral spread





Wearing masks reduces 
severity of disease

Decrease of inoculum may result in less severe 
disease

COVID hamster model related increased severity 
with increased inoculum

Case series shows increased asymptomatic cases 
with mask wearing

Cruise ship, Food plant, hospitals

Decrease in population death rates with masks









Efficacy of mask mandates





Covid-19 vaccines





90 y.o. Margaret 
Keenan in the UK



The three phases of vaccine development

 In Phase 1, the vaccine is given to healthy, adult volunteers. This phase helps scientists understand 

if the vaccine is safe, if it seems to work, if there are serious side effects and if the size of the dose 

seems related to any side effects.

 In Phase 2, more adult volunteers receive the vaccine. Scientists are looking for the most common 

short-term side effects and how the volunteers’ immune systems are responding to the virus.

 In Phase 3, scientists examine more volunteers to see how people who do receive the vaccine fare 

compared with people who don’t receive the vaccine. They determine if the vaccine is safe, if it is 

effective, and what the most common side effects are. Even with Emergency use authorization, we 

are still in phase 3.



FAQs on Covid-19 vaccines: answers

• Covid-19 vaccines will not give you Covid-19
• So far side vaccine side effects include injection site soreness, myalgia, fatigue, fever
• Covid-19 vaccines will not cause you to test positive on Covid-19 viral tests
• People vaccinated may test positive on some antibody tests
• People who have gotten sick with Covid-19 may still benefit from getting vaccinated
• Getting vaccinated can help prevent getting sick with Covid-19
• Recent studies suggest durability of antibody response for >90 days after second 

vaccine
• Receiving an mRNA vaccine will not alter your DNA or RNA
• You cannot mix vaccines
• Limited study in children and pregnancy, however it is recommended for pregnant or 

nursing females in high-risk situations.



Vaccine: Antigen 
exposure provokes 
immune reponse to 
block virus if infected

• Over 130 vaccines being 
developed

• Virus inactivated or weakened

• Viral vector

o Replicating

o Non-replicating

• Protein bound

o Protein sub-unit

o Virus like particles

• Nucleic acid

o RNA, DNA



Antibody production post Covid infection





Protective antibodies after Covid-19 infection

• Fishing ship: outbreak-3 people with protective antibodies did not get sick
o 104/122 of seronegative patients converted to positive on repeat testing

• Summer camp outbreak-16/152 people with prior antibodies did not get sick
o 80% positivity rate for seronegative people

• Health care worker immunity study at 6 months: neutralizing antibodies 
persist
o 1246/12219 positive IgG assays to spike protein or nucleocapsid
o 79 seroconverted during follow up
o 89 PCR-confirmed symptomatic infections in seronegative individuals
o 0 in seropositive individuals
o In asymptomatic infections 76 in seronegative vs. 3 in seropositive 

Ref: JCM;2107-20,2020
Ref: MMWR; 69(43);1600-1604
Ref: BMJ:Nov,2020



Nucleic acid vaccines

mRNA vaccines: Moderna and Pfizer/BioNtech
o Easy to develop
o Make genetic material only
o Robust antibody response
o Infected cell produce protein (spike protein)
o Viral spike mutations not reported
o Transport and storage challenges



Nucleic acid vaccines



Adenoviral vector Covid-19 vaccine

J & J : Adenoviral 26 vector
• Ebola vaccine
• Phase 3 study
• One dose
• -20c storage but stable in refrigerator x 28 days after thawing
• EUA: early 2021 



Adenoviral vector Covid-19 vaccine

AstraZenica/Oxford
• Adenovirus vector
• Phase 3 trial
• EUA: may be delayed
• Storage at refrigerator temperature
• 2 doses, ½ first dose for best response
• Release in US: first quarter 2021



Covid 

vaccination at 

STHS

State distributes vaccines: limited supply

Pfizer and Moderna vaccines will be first

Both 2 doses, Pfizer 21 days apart, 
Moderna 28.

Prioritization:

• Covid-19-direct patient care/contact

• Staggered vaccines

• Employee health to administer vaccine



LA Vaccine Rollout Phases



Post-Covid-19 syndrome 

WSJ: 12/1/2020



Post-Covid-19 syndrome 

• 10% hospitalized patients will have chronic sequelae (Long haulers)
• Fatigue
• Shortness of breath
• Headache
• Cough
• Joint pain
• Chest pain
• Muscle pain or headache
• Tachycardia
• Loss of taste or smell
• Memory, concentration or sleep problems
• Rash or hair loss- Covid toes
• POTS (postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome) dysautonomia



Future state: Predictions



How will the pandemic end

• Masks, social distancing, and hand washing will continue
• Vaccine distribution will take time but eventually many vaccines
• Once critical mass is vaccinated: may need proof of vaccine for various venues
• The world will need to be vaccinated to eradicate the virus
• May be sporadic outbreaks in the future
• Will we need yearly vaccinations
• There will be a subset of people who will have long lasting health effects from the virus
• Social and business norms will be different
• Many people near retirement are leaving the work force
• Will we heed the lessons we have learned for the next pandemic




